Natural Language Interactions with
Art if icial Experts

lnvited Paper

The aim of this paper is to justify why Natural language (NL)
interaction, of a very rich functionality,
is critical to the effective
use of Expert Systems and to describe what is needed and what has
been done to support
such interaction.lnteractivefunctions
discussed here include defining
terms, paraphrasing, correcting misconceptions, avoiding misconceptions, and modifying questions.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Natural Language (NL) interfaces to database systems are
already proving their worth. They allow users to get at the
databasefacts
theywant,withouttheneedtobecome
systemwizards. In this paper we are primarilyconcerned
with NL interfacesfor systems that do more than identify
andretrieve facts.Suchsystems,
oftencalledknowledge
based systems, expert systems,oradvisorysystems,are
expected to provide analyses and/or advice to users faced
with real problems.Ourmain
goals in this paper are to
justifywhy NLinteraction,of
a very richfunctionality, is
critical to the effective use of these systems and to demonstrate what is needed to support it. Even if one wanted to
employ a formal languageor menu and pointer-based system forthisrole,itwould
have to have many ofthe
features of NL that allow the kinds of interactive functions
that a system must support.
Returning for a minute to databasesystems, t o naive or
mean getting
infrequent users of thesesystems,NLcan
their information simply by asking for it. In many cases, NL
canevenmeana
shorter, simplerquerythanitsformal
counterpart [51]. “Smarts” builtinto
NL front ends can
increase their tolerancefor
typing errors, spelling errors,
and divergences from polished grammar, or eliminate such
errors entirely [67].Other “smarts”canincrease
the scope
of acceptable NL input beyond “syntactically
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malqueries
byallowingthe
user to talkaboutthings
previously mentioned in either question or answer without
previouslyhaving named them (via the use of anaphoric
anddeicticpronounsandnoun
phrasessuch as ”them,”
“this,” ”those students,” “the seniors,” etc.). O n the basis
of such improvementsinperformance
characteristics, NL
interfaces for databases are becoming more attractive, even
where
the
interactive
behaviors required are not very
sophisticated.
However,ourclaim
is thatforeffective
use of Expert
Systems, NL is not just attractive but critical. This is because
advice and diagnosis cannot be trusted blindly. From what
we know of human-human advisory (problem-solving) interactions,aresponsibleperson
willnot acceptadvice if
s/he cannot request and receive clarification, e.g.,
System:
User:
System:

In your agreement of sale, make sure that you
have an engineering inspection clause.
Engineering inspection clause?
Right. You want that house inspected byan
engineer just to make sure that there’s nothing wrong with it that you might have missed. The clause stipulates that an engineer be
permitted at your expense to inspect the
houseandthat
ifthere is anything in that
house that requires a repair (and you can set
the amount, $250 or $500),the owner will be
responsiblefor it, orelse youwill be permitted to get out of the deal.

if s/he cannot verify that s/he has understood the advice
or diagnosis correctly, e.g.,

OK,underthosecircumstances,
I wouldnot
object to see you go back into that for another
six months.
User:
So yourollit over, in otherwords?
Expert:
Right.
Expert:

if s/he cannot get justification as to why
diagnosis should be accepted, e+.,

that adviceor

Expert: So you would still file as a singleperson
User:
Even though
I’m
married?
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Expert:

Right. Because you weren’t married during the
filing year, 1984.

orif
s/he cannotaddordelete
specification (i.e., symptoms of
o n its solution), e g ,
User:

parts oftheproblem
the problem or constraints

What if 1 decided to postpone mywedding
until January I?

The complexityofthiswhole
enterpriserequires
a rich
communicative systemsuch as NL (andcurrentlynothing
else) provides.
Moreover, there is another problem with achieving successful communicationthat makesNL notjust attractive
but critical. Suchman [63] describes the situation as follows:
Successful communicationunderordinaryclrcumstances
i s not a product of the absence of trouble but of its repair.
That is, theextent to which we are able to communicate

effectively is not a function of our planning for
all ofthe
contingenciesthatmight
arise. It is thefunctionofthe
locallymanaged,collaborativeorganizationoftheinteraction itself-an organization designed to maximize efficiency
byproviding fortheongoingidentificationand
repair of
are constructingouractions
totroublesthat,whenwe
gether, i n real time, inevitably arise.

The kinds of interactions we will be concerned with are
well-characterized by this observation. One reason for this
is that we do not believe that we can count on users having
well-formed problems, or an accurate understanding of the
system’s capabilities and terminology, oreven a good understanding of the domain. Under
such conditions, a formulaic,trouble-freeinteractionthroughamenu/pointer
system or a formal language is inconceivable, assuming as it
does that users can state their problems right off, receive a
response, and leave, confident that applying this
response
to their problem will result in success. In what follows, we
discuss specific NL capabilities that can help user and
system to come to terms with each other. If such capabilities are not supported, any“user friendliness” intended i n
the system design (through NL input and output, for example) will be irrelevant. The appealing “syntactic sugar” will
turn out to be “syntactic arsenic” in disguise.’ Our position
is that support for these NL capabilities cannot come solely
from the NL interface itself: that in many cases, the underlying reasoning system and knowledge base will have to be
adapted or designed ab ovo to supportthem.
O n any
grounds, the latter is clearly preferable.
In this paper, we will not discuss basic issues involved in
developing NL interfaces for database fact-retrieval systems
(e.g., the syntactic and semantic analysis of userrequests,
resolvinganaphoraand
ellipses, mappingbetween
user
concepts and an underlying database query language, etc.).
One reason is that by now there exist some fine surveys of
such work, which are quite up-to-date and easilyaccessible. For example, Perrault and Grosz[52]survey
NL interface systems from the point of view of
system architecture
and development tools. Bates and Bobrow [4]describe the
state of the art of NL interfaces for databases, circa 1984.
The other reason for ignoring these more basicissuesis
’Note that this research also helps in isolating aspects of cooperativeinteractionwhich
may be incorporatedinamoreformal
system, to provide some of the flexibility available in NL,if that i s
the path one wishes to follow.
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thatwewant
to focus on other aspects of cooperative
interactions where NL interfaces will really pay off. Some o f
the extensions to NL interfaces that we will be discussing i n
the following sections have, i n fact, been developed in the
context of database systems. However, the reason we have
included them is the payoff they will havefor interactions
with knowledge based systems, expert systems,etc. (It is
worth noting that as database systems are augmented with
more and more general knowledge about their domains, as
well as specific facts, the line between database system and
knowledge basedsystem becomes faintindeed.) For the
reader’s benefit though, we list here some of the major NL
interface systems for databases: LUNAR [72], REQUEST and
TQA [15], [53], R E L [67], PLANES [70], NL Menu System [67],
EXPLORER [37], R U S [5], [4], anda (nameless)system built
b y Ginsparg 1221. Some ofthecommercial
systems are
INTELLECT (Artificial
Intelligence
Corporation),
THEMES
(Frey Associates),RAMIS
(Mathematica Products Group),
CLOUT
(Microrim),
PLUME (Carnegie Associates), EXPLORER (Cognitive Systems), amongothers as reported i n
TARGET (Artificial IntelligenceNewsletter, vol. 1, no. 3 ,
May 1985).
There is onesignificanttype
of cooperativebehavior
needed for interacting with expert systems and knowledge
based systems that we do not discuss here: that is, explanation, in the sense of justification: e.g.,
Tax Advisor: So you would still file as a single person.
Taxpayer:
Even though
I’m
married?
Tax Advisor: Right,because youweren’t married during the filing year, 1984.
Systems must be able to justify their actions-whether they
act to ask a question or to offer some conclusion or advice
(as above)-or usersmay not be sufficiently convinced to
respond appropriately (i.e., to answer the system’s question
or to take i t s advice).2Here we just pointthe reader to
some work on enabling systems to produceexplanations
which are accurate(i.e.,theycorrectlyspecifythe
reason
for the system’s behavior) [64], [50], [16], clear [26], [58], and
appropriate to their users’ interestsand/orlevel
of expertise [44] [69].
Thenextsection(Section
II) describes two preliminary
efforts aimed at giving systems the ability to automatically
constructusefuldefinitionsofthe
termsthey use. It also
makes recommendations for further work i n this area.Section Ill describes work that has been done on giving systems the ability to paraphrase their users’ queries, allowing
their users to verify how theirqueries have beenunderstood. It also makes recommendationsforfurtherwork.
Section IV deals with recognizing and responding to disparities between the user’s view of the world and that of the
system. We describe some work that has been done in the
context of database interfaces and some more applicable to
interfacing with expert and knowledge based systems. Secissue of
tion V discussesresearch onthecomplementary
avoiding misleading remarks which may lead to new misconceptionsonthe
user’s part.Andfinally,
Section VI
discusses h o w troubles can beavoided
orlessened
in

’Noticethatthis
sense of“explanation”
is differentfrom its
sense of “clarification,” as i n ”Explain what you mean by
X.” We
discuss clarifying terminology in Section II,
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determiningthe user’s problem,byhaving
systems adapt
theirquestionsandinterpretationstothe
user. Weconclude in Section VI1 with a summary prognosis and recommendations.

Phys:
Pat:

II. CLARIFYING
TERMINOLOGY

To avoid troubles or as one way to repair them, user and
system mustestablish a single terminologyforinteracting
with each other.Without asingle
mutuallyunderstood
terminology, the user will not be able t o understand what
the system is requesting or recommending; e g ,
System:
User:

Is renal function stable?
Whatdoyou
meanby‘stable’?

In your agreement of sale, make sure that you
have an engineering inspection clause.
User:
Engineering
inspection
clause?
System: Right.Youwantthat
house inspectedbyan
engineer just to make sure that there’s nothingwrongwith
it that you
might
have
missed. The clause stipulates that an engineer
be permitted at your expense to inspect the
houseandthat
if there is anythinginthat
house that requires a repair (and you can set
the amount, $250 or $500), the owner will be
responsibleforit,or
else youwill be permitted to get out of the deal.

System:

nor will the expert system be able to understand what the
user is requesting or reporting, comparable to the following
exchange:
Medical Student:
These are just stasis changes.
Expert Diagnostician: What do you mean by that?
Just from chronic venous insufMedical Student:
ficiency.
Ifthe
user andexpert
system are to establish a single
terminology for the interaction,
there are three optionseither
the
system understands
and
accepts the user’s
terminology, the user understands and accepts the system’s,
or togetherthey accept a third. Here weonlywantto
consider the first two options.
N o w i t has beenclaimed
[IO] that inthe case of a
physician (i.e., a “natural” expert) interacting with a patient
to take a history, it is an error for the physician to use his or
her termfor
asymptom
rather thanthe patient’s-that
patients seem to have difficulty characterizing their experiences in the physician’s terms.3 The physician must accommodate to the patient’s terminology and, where necessary,
For example, inthe
seek clarificationfromthepatient.
following exerpts from a history-taking session, the physician first attempts to
verifythatheand
the patient mean
the same thing by ’hemorrhoids’ and later asks the patient
directly what he means by ’diarrhea’ [IO].
Physician: H o w can I helpyou?
OK. I’ve had
bleeding
right
before
my
Patient:

3 0 n theotherhand,ifthepatient
seems to lack a way to
describe his/her experience (say, of pain), Cassell would have the
physician suggest terms which may evoke a useful response from
the patient.
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Phys:
Pat:
Phys:
Pat:
Phys:
Pat:
Phys:
Pat:
Phys:

Pat:

bowel movement. Some diarrhea and then
bleeding.
Mm-hm.Andwhen
is the first timethat
ever happened?
I reallydon’tremember
because I didn’t
make any note of it. It was just like a little
diarrhea and no blood-I think I had hemorrhoids.
I see. And how did you know it that time
that you had hemorrhoids?
I thoughtthey were because I felt something there.
Did you feel something? A lump or something like that?
Yeah, like two little lumps.
Right. Now. Did the diarrhea come first?
Yeah.
And when was that? Roughly speaking.
About a month ago, maybe-butthenit
was on and off I-and
I didYou mean for one day you would have dia
-a
loose-What
do youmeanby
diarrhea ?
Not diarrhea. I don’teven
know. Like, I
can’tdescribe
it-Like I would feel very
gassy. And,like,
I guess expel-Idon’t
know if it was mucus or whatever.

This would seem to argue for the expert system adapting to
the user’s terminology-at least inattemptingto
acquire
information from the user. Moreover, in later explaining any
of i t s conclusions,it has beenarguedthat
a system must
make its explanation understandable to the user-one elementofwhich
is thattheexplanationnotcontainterms
that the user will not understand.
[39] that
O n the other hand, others have noted [12], [48],
people are notoriously poor at defining terms i n a way that
a system can understand and use. This is well illustrated i n
the case of NLinterfaces confronted with new termsthat
appear in database queries, that are not in their lexicons or
grammars.There
are currentlyfourviablemethodsfor
dealing with such ‘unknown’ terms: the first, used in [27], is
to let the user equate the new term or phrase with one the
system already knows (which assumes solid knowledge of
the system on the user’s part); e.g.,
User:
System:
User:
System:
User:

Who commands the
Kennedy?
1 don’t know the word ”command.”
Let ‘who commands
the
Kennedy’
be the
same as ‘who is the captain of the Kennedy’
OK
Who commands the
Kennedy?

The
second
method
is to guide
the
user
step
by
step through a simple defining process [48],
[39] to acquire
both syntacticandsemanticinformationaboutthenew
term, I f the word cannotbe definedbythis
process, the
user’s only recourse is asking the system programmer t o
It would be foolish to
do it or forgetting about the term.
ask users
System:
System:
System:

What do you mean by’concerning’?
What do you mean by ‘often’?
What do you mean by ‘purple’?
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and expect them to come up with a response that makes
sense and is usable by the system.
The third method is to assume that the unknown term is
a databasevalue
(a reasonablepractice in large, rapidly
to put all
changing systems whereone
does notwant
database values with their syntactic and semantic features
into the lexicon) and either wait until after query evaluation
or verify understanding through query paraphrase (see next
section) to find out whether this is a reasonableassumption. This is the method used in INTELLECT [25].
The fourth option is to punt entirely and ask the user to
rephrase the query without the offending terms.
all this is that it is not clear to us who
Theupshotof
should adapt to whom. If the expert system is to adapt to
users’ terminology (both in acquiring information from them
and in explaining its conclusions to them), it will need to
develop better ways of figuring out what the user means by
particularterms.If
a user is to adapt to the system’s terminology,the system becomesresponsibleforexplaining
its terms to the user in ways that s/he will understand and
find relevant. In most cases, this will be impossible to do
without the use of freely generated language.
So far, two
attempts have been made at enabling systems to take this
responsibilitythroughtheincorporationofdomain-independent NL definitionalcapabilities.Bothof
these are
described below.
A . TEXT
TEXT (451was a first attempt at providing a domain-independent NL definitional capability which can explain to a
user the system’s understanding of the terms it uses. It does
this by piggybacking its definitional machinery on an augmented version of the system’s domain model. If the user
requests the definition of a term or an explanation of the
difference between two terms, TEXT

circumscribes an area ofrelevantinformationthatit
might include in its response. (Not all this information
need be included in the response, but no information
other than this will be included.);
chooses an appropriate, fairly flexible format for presenting the information (called a “schema”);
instantiates the schema with a subset of the relevant
information,guidedbothbytheoptionsallowedin
the schemaand a desire to allowthe’focus’ofthe
text to change in a natural way;
produces NL text from the instantiated schema.
TEXT’s augThe kind of
information
represented
in
mented data model in order to produce useful definitions
of and comparisons between terms includes

-
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simple taxonomic information (e.g., a SHIP is a WATER
-VEHICLE);
for each splitinthetaxonomy,thecriterionforthe
split(calledthe“distinguishingdescriptiveattribute’’
or DDA). Each subtype in a partition has the same
DDA name, but a different value for the attribute (e.g.,
WATER-VEHICLE has two subtypes SHIP and SUBMARINE. SHIPhas its DDA, TRAVEL-MODE, equal to
SURFACE, while SUBMARINE has TRAVEL-MODE
equal to UNDERWATER);
for each subtype in a partition, the database attributes
that support its DDA (e.g., SHIPhasDRAFT
and DIS-

PLACEMENT). These are called“supporting database
attributes”;
for each subtype, a list of its other database properties
(e.g., SHIP has additionalproperties
PROPULSION,
MAST-HEIGHT, MAXIMUM-SPEED, etc.).
TEXT’s presentational schema werederivedfromempirical observation of short (one paragraph) definitions and
termcomparisons.(Current
schema include IDENTIFICATION, CONSTITUENCY, COMPARE-&-CONTRAST, ATTRIBUTIVE.) Each schema corresponds to a regular grammar
whose terminals are rhetorical predicates which themselves
specifythe
kind ofinformationfromthe
system’sdata
model that can instantiate them. For example, the IDENTIFICATION schema has the following structure:

Identification (Class & Attribute/Function)
{Analogy/Constituency/Attributive/Amplification}*
Particular-lllustration/Evidence
{Amplification/Analogy/Attributive}
{Particular-lllustration/Evidence}

+

where “ { }” indicatesoptionalconstituents, “/“indicates
alternatives, “+” indicates that the item may appear one or
is optional,
more times, while ”*” indicates that the item
but if present, may appear one or more times. With respect
to the information in the system’s data model, instantiating
therhetoricalpredicate“Attributive”with
respect to a
concept canbedone
via its DDA or its other database
attributes.“Particular-Illustration”
can beinstantiatedby
any of the terminal elements below
a concept in the data
model. The followingdefinitionof
AIRCRAFT-CARRIER
produced
by
TEXT instantiates
this
IDENTIFICATION
schema as the sequence of rhetorical predicates: Identification, Analogy,
Particular-Illustration,
Amplification,
Evidence.
User:What
isanAIRCRAFT-CARRIER?
TEXT: An aircraft carrier is a surface ship with a DISPLACEMENT between 78000 and 80800 and a
LENGTH between 1039 and 1063. Aircraft carriers have a greater LENGTH than all other ships
and a greater DISPLACEMENT than most other
ships. Mine warfare ships, forexample, have a
DISPLACEMENT of 320 and a LENGTHof 144.
All aircraft carriers in the ONRdatabasehave
REMARKS of 0, FUEL-TYPE of BNKR,FLAG of
BLBL, BEAM of 252,,. , A ship is classified as an
aircraft carrier if the characters 1 through 2 of its
HULL-NO are CV.
The original version of TEXT [45]used a unification grammar [34] to translate an instatiated schema into NL text. The
current version uses McDonald’s MUMBLE [42]as i t s tactical component [57] andruns 60 times faster. TEXT is now
being provided with a richer representation language for its
domain model, which should allow it to make better judgements in itsselectionofrelevantmaterialand
inhowit
instantiates its response.
B. CLEAR

While TEXT attempts to provide a portable, domain-independent NL definitionalcapabilityfor
users of database
systems, CLEAR [57]attempts to do the same for users of
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expert systems. It uses the information intrinsic to an expert
system--.e.,its
rule base-to explain to users how terms
are used in the system. (There is really no intrinsic information that corresponds to what a term means.)
These term definitions should be of interest to both the
system’s intended users and its developers. That is, the
larger the rule base, the greater the chance that the same
term may be used in more than one way (especially with
rules beingdevelopedbymorethanoneperson
or rules
changingoveraperiodof
time). This is somethingthat
system developers must avoid. CLEAR’S NL definitions can
help them avoid this.
For a user, it is important to understand the system’s terminology when s/he must answer the system’s questions.
a question (an option
Asking“why“the
systemasked
already allowed in many expert systems, following the work
of Davis [16]) is unlikely to helphim/her understandits
terms: e.g., “filing status,” “single,” “married filing jointly,”
etc, in the following question:
System:

User:

System:

What is your filing status?
1-Single
2-Married filing separately
3-Married filing jointly
4-Unmarried head of household
WHY?
[i.e., WHY is it important to determine your
filing status?]
, , , in order to compute total number of
exemptions.
IF the filing status of the client is single
A N D the
number
of
special exemptions
claimed by the client is N
THEN the total number of exemptions on the
tax form is N 1.

+

O f course, one could manually store definitions of all the
terms used in the system, but again, this would require an
of manuallabor,
withtheadditional
enormousamount
difficultyofkeepingthedefinitionsup
to date as the
system develops.
In deciding whether to use a rule in explaining a given
uses the
concept, CLEAR ranks it according tohowit
concept. For example, a rule in which a concept appears in
the premise as a property or its value (provided it does not
also appear in the conclusion) is ranked HIGH with respect
to that concept, while a rule in which that concept appears
as apropertywhose value is inferred is ranked MEDIUM,
and one in which theconcept appears as a concluded value
is ranked LOW. Thismeans thatarule such as R 1 below
will be rated higher than R2, with respect to explaining the
term“filing status,”since
in R I , it appears as a premise
property and in R2, as an inferred property.
RI:

IF the filing status of the client is single,
A N D the number of special exemptions claimed
by the client is N ,
THEN the total number of exemptions on the
tax
form is N 1.

+

R2: IF themarital status of the client is unmarried or
separated,
THEN the filing status on the tax form is single,
Theactualtranslation

of rules fromtheirinternalformat
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into English is donethroughthe
use of pre-storedtemplates in the manner of MYCIN’s translation methods [60].
However,ifthere
are manyrules to present, CLEAR provides t w o ways ofcondensingtheirpresentation.
First, if
the rules
have
been
organized
into generalization
a
hierarchy, then eachsubset of the rules to bepresented
which falls under a singlenode ofthe hierarchy can be
presented in terms of the single general rule; e.g.,
I F the filing status of the client i s X
THEN the total number of exemptions
determined from X .

of the client is

The second method involves automatic summarization of
subsets of the rules to be presented which share common
concepts in both premise and conclusion-for example, if
in explaining “filing status,” several rules have “filing status”
as a property in the premise and “total number of exemptions” as an inferred property in the conclusion, this would
be summarized as
Filing status can be used to determine the total
number of exemptions.
(At the time of this writing, this summarization facility had
not yet been implemented.)
A system such as CLEAR can only be as effective as its
ability to recognize how terms are used in rules, without
requiring
additional
knowledge
of
the
d ~ m a i n . In
~ a
MYCIN-like system, this can be done to
some extent, but
for really effective responses, more explicit rule structures
are needed. For example, if the set of premise clauses in a
ruledefinewhatit
means for theconcludedproperty
to
haveaparticular value, thenthatruleshould
actuallybe
rated HIGH withrespect to explaining that concluded value,
as i n
User: EXPLAIN head-of-household
System:
IF the client is unmarried on the last day of the year,
AND the client paid < 50% of the cost of keeping
up the home of a parent or child who is a dependent of the client,
AND the client selects filing status head of household,
THEN the filing status of the client is head of household.

On the other hand, ifthe set of premise clauses set out
symptomatic ways of recognizing whether the concluded
property has aparticular value, thenthatruleshouldbe
rankedLOWwith
respect to explainingtheconcluded
value, asCLEAR currently does; e.g.,
User:
EXPLAIN enterobacteriaceae
System:
IF the identity of the organism is not known with
certainty,
AND the stain of the organism is gramneg,
A N D the morphology of the organism is rod,
A N D the aerobicity of the organism is aerobic,
THEN there is strongly suggestive evidence
that
the class of the organism is enterobacteriaceae.
4CLEAR is designed to be used with any expert system built
H P - R L system [36] withoutalteringthestructure
or
usingthe
content of the expert system’s knowledge base.
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Because CLEAR cannot distinguish between these two very
different types of rules, it will make mistakes. But notice
that the consequence of such mistakes is just a suboptimal
definition, which includesmaterialthat
the usermay find
irrelevantandomits
some materialthat
s/hemay
find
useful. Thus a desire to be able to better clarify terms for
users of expert systemsargues for both anNL generation
capability and more explicit structure to the system’s knowlmoreexplicitrule
edge base. Additional argumentsfor
structures appear i n [I11 and have led to the development
of MYCIN’s successor NEOMYCIN.

clause’here,
the expertfirst
shows how theconcept
is
significantwith respect to purchasing a house andthen
gives its formal definition. Depending on the current situation and the experience of the user, the significance of the
concept to the current situation may bemore or less evident from its formal definition alone, but to ensure that its
significance is recognized, i t should be included explicitly
in the definition orthedefinitionshouldbetailored
explicitly to the goal. For example,compare thefollowing
three definitions:
User:

DEFINE stainless-steel.

C. Further Work

SI:

If systems are to be truly adept at clarifying the meaning
of terms for their users, they will have to have the ability to

Stainless
steel
is an alloy
consisting
of
iron
mixed withcarbon, chromium, and often, nickel.

S2:

Stainless
steel
is an alloy
consisting
of
iron
mixed withcarbon, chromium, and often, nickel.
It resistsrust,stains,
andcorrosion caused by
water and acid. On the other hand, a stainless
steel blade does not take and keep a very sharp
edge.

53:

Stainless
steel
an
is
alloy
consisting
of
iron
mixed withcarbon, chromium, and often, nickel.
It does notconduct heat efficiently,andthe
resulting hot and cold spots on the bottom of a
stainlesssteel pan will not allow food to cook
properly. Copper is a fastheat conductorand
stainless steel pots are sometimes given copper
bottoms to eliminate hot and cold spots.

-

adapt definitions to the current discourse context
adapt definitions to users’ previous knowledge and/or
to their goals
make use of pictures as well as text

W i t h respect to adapting definitions to thecurrentdiscourse context, McKeown [45] discusses the value that can
be gained from discourse context defined as either 1) the
user’s previous requests for definitions or 2) those previous
requests andtheir
answers. (Neither sense of discourse
context is stored or used in the original version of TEXT.) By
just storing the user’s previous requests for definitions, the
following adaption can be made: if the user has previously
asked about term A and now asks the difference between A
and B, the systemcan
omitinformation aboutA
in its
response (which it can presume to have given earlier) and
just describe B with some concluding comparison between
A and B. If the answer to the user’s request for clarification
of A had been stored as part of the discourse context as
well, B can be presented i n a way that mirrors the structure
and content of the system’s presentation of A. Also, if the
user has asked about A and now asks about a similar
concept B (where similarity can be defined with respect to
thegeneralization hierarchy), parallels can be drawnbetween them and their similarities and differences discussed.
If the answers to the user’srequestshave
beenstored as
well, contrastscanbe
limited to thosepropertiesofA
discussed previously. Otherwise any contrasts may be generated.
W i t h respect to adaptingdefinitions to users’ previous
knowledge and/or to their goals, an example of a goal-sensitive definition was given earlier:
System:
User:
System:

In your agreement of sale, make sure that you
have an engineering inspection clause.
Engineering inspection clause?
Right.You want that house inspected by an
engineer just to make sure that there’s nothingwrongwithit
that
you
might
have
missed. The clause stipulates that an engineer
be permitted at your expense to inspect the
houseandthat
if there is anythinginthat
house that requires a repair (and you can set
the amount, $250 or $504, the owner will be
responsiblefor
it, or else youwill bepermitted to get out of the deal.

In this interaction, the useris asking the expert for advice
o n purchasing a house. 111 defining ’engineering inspection
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Here,the
user comes across theterm
“stainless steel,”
which s/he realizes s/he does not understand. If the user‘s
is to buykitchen knives, SI and 53
goal inthissituation
would not be helpful definitions.
If his/her goal is to buy
pots, SI and 52 would be equally as useless. In any goal-or(a simpledefinitionlike
SI is rarely
entedinterchange,
sufficient, and the significance of the term with respect to
the goal must be made evident.
The importance of identifying and taking account of the
speaker‘splansand
goals is becomingwidelyrecognized
both for understanding the speaker’s utterances [I], [9],[38]
and for generating cooperative responses [I], [31], [54], [61].
It should be applied to attempts to clarifymeaningautomatically as well.
Finally, systems should beable to make use ofpictures
(either pre-stored or automatically generated) in explaining
termsor
phrases to users.This is essential for 1) terms
which namevisualpatterns, such as “spindle cell component” or”pseudopalisading”inneuropathology;
2) terms
forobjectsandtheir
parts which should be defined both
visually(conveying
structural information)andtextually
(conveying functional information); e.g., terms like “twing
lines” and “boom vang,” which refer to optional but useful
parts of a racing dinghy;’ or 3) terms or phrases which refer
to actions; e.g., a term like “luff”.6
’The ‘boom vang’ i s a lever or block and tackle system used to
hold the boom d o w n and take thetwistoutofthemainsail.It
should be anchored on the heel of the
mast, as l o w as possible
[14].Notice that without a visual illustration, one would probably
still not recognize a boom vang if it hit him/her on the head (and
it usually does.)
thewind,
bLuffing i s when a leewardboat starts toturninto
pushing up any windward boats beside it. One cannot luff beyond
head to wind.
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There has been some work in this area already. The APEX
system [I91 is anexperimental system which creates pictorial explanations of action specifications automatically, as
they are to be carried outin
a particularcontext.’
In
addition, work in the Pathology Department at the University of Pennsylvania on a diagnostic expert system in neuropathology [62] projectsthe use of images (storedon an
optical disk) t o give usersvisual experience in concepts
such as thosementioned above. Ifinworkingwiththe
pathologist todiagnose a specimen, thesystem asks whether
the specimen showsevidence of phenomenon X , thepathologist has the opportunity of seeing examples of X before answering. This is expected to enhance the reliability
of the pathologist’s response
Tosummarize, we feel thatit is critical in interactions
with expert systems that user and system understand each
other’sterminology.
Since this canrarely
beestablished
outsidethecontextoftheinteraction-it
is too much to
ask of users that they learn the system’s terminology beforehand-the interaction itself must provide for this functionality.

system [33]),McKeown takes this t o be information which
the speakerassumes to be in the database. New information is oftwo
types, thatspecifyingwhatthe
speaker
directlywantsandthatspecifyingthe
angle fromwhich
thatwant is to be satisfied. McKeown presents a simple
algorithm for dividing the parse tree (syntactic analysis) of a
question into three parts: 1) that conveying the new informationdirectlywanted(thesimplequestion,strippedof
modifiers, containing the wh-phrase); 2) that conveying the
interest angle of the new information (any syntactic modifiers of the wh-phrase); and 3) the assumed information (all
theothermodifiers).
Theseparts are then rearranged and
presented as an NL paraphrase to the user-assumptions, if
any, first; direct question, second; and interest angle, if any,
third. For example,

Ill.

If there is more than one modifier in a particular category,
that information is presented in ways that avoid ambiguity.
Additional assumptions are presented in parentheses after
the first one; e.g.,

PARAPHRASE

Thesecondplacewe
see NLplaying a criticalrole i n
users interactingwith expert systems is inthe use and
a text
understandingof paraphrase.Paraphrase-restating
so as to convey itsmeaning in another way-isused
in
human-humaninteractionsfor
three reasons, all attempting to ensure reliable communication.

-

Wherethe listenernoticesanambiguityor
vagueness inthe
speaker’s utterance,thelistenercan
produce multiple paraphrases of the utterance, each
corresponding to and highlighting a different alternative. (The set, of course,can bepresented in an
abbreviated way, to focus on the different options
even more.) Given these presented alternatives, the
speaker can easily indicate what was intended.
Even withoutnoticing an ambiguity orvagueness,
the listener may attempt to paraphrase the speaker’s
utterance to show howit
has beenunderstood,
looking forconfirmation
or correctionfromthe
speaker.
The listener mayparaphrase the speaker’s utterance
is
in order to confirm
his or her beliefthatthere
common understanding between them.

In each of these cases, a paraphrase must present a particular interpretation
without
itself introducing
additional
ambiguity.
The important thing about a paraphrase, whether to verify
understanding or to point out the perceived ambiguity of
theoriginal
utterance, is that it must beunambiguous,
different in someobvious way fromtheoriginal,
and i t s
meaning easily recognized. An early effort at paraphrasing
wh-questions that conforms to these goals can be found in
[43]. McKeown basedherparaphrases
onthelinguistic
notion of given versus new information. Given information
is information either in theprevious discourse or part of the
shared worldknowledgeoftheparticipants.In
her database question/answering application (as part of the CO-OP
’The STEAMER project makes excellent use of graphics to show
of a ship’s steam plant,
cause-effectrelationshipsinthecontrol
but not to explain terms [29].
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Question:Whichdivisionofthecomputingfacility
works on projects in oceanography?
Paraphrase: Assumingthere are projects i n oceanography, which division works on those projects? Look for a division of the computing facility.

Question:
Which
division
works
on
projects
in
oceanography sponsored by NASA?
Paraphrase: Assumingthere are projects in oceanography (those
projects
sponsored
by
on those
NASA), whichdivisionworks
projects?
Additional
interest
angles are presented in separate
sentences at the end; e.g.,
Question:Whichdivisionofthecomputingfacility
i n superdivision 5000 works on projects
in oceanography?
Paraphrase: Assumingthere are projects in oceanography, which division works on those projects? Look for a division of the computer
facility. That facility must be in superdivision 5000.
Notice that if the system had parsed either question such
thattheadditionalmodifierswere
attached at other syntacticallypossible places, this would beevidentfromthe
paraphrase:
Paraphrase: Assumingthere are projects in oceanography (that oceanography sponsored by
those
NASA), whichdivisionworkson
projects?’
Paraphrase: Assumingthere are projects i n oceanography, which division works on those projects? Look for a division of the computer
facility. That division must be in superdivision 5000.
Thus althoughthis system only produces paraphrases of
onetypeofutterance-wh-questions,
those paraphrases
‘11 this s o u n d s like an impossible analysis, substitutethe
“rockets” for oceanography.

word
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are guaranteed both to differ from the original question, if
the original contained any modifiers in the form of prepositional phrases orrelative clauses (due to its separation of
given and new information),
and to be unambiguous (due
to the way it presents multiplemodifiers).McKeown’s
system produces paraphrases of the syntactic analysis of the
user‘s question.However,McKeownnotesthatthe
paraphraser can also be made to generate an NL version of the
system’s interpretation andthatthisfeature
is used by
CO-OP to produce a corrective response in case the user’s
question shows a misconception (cf. Section IV).
The point here is that there are places further down the
line where the system’s understanding of the user’s query
can become something other than the
user intended. This
can happen when relationships between items mentioned
in thequery
are introducedexplicitly.
For example, in
paraphrasing the following user query, Codd sees his proits
posedsystem
RENDEZVOUS [I21 as makingexplicit
interpretation of a dependency (grouping) relation among
as well as its interpretationof
the
theitemsrequested,
relationimplicitinthenoun-nouncompound“Houston
parts“:

User:

Give me a list of all the part numbers, quantities, and suppliers of Houston parts.
, , ,

Svstem:

intervening clarifying interaction., .

This is what I understand your query to be:
“Find all combinations of part number, quantity on order, supplier name, and supplier city
such that the supplier supplied
the part to a
project located in Houston.”

a dependency
should
not
always
be
Notice
that
assumed-forexample,
in thesimilarlystructuredrequest
like “Give me a list of the seniors and graduate students of
the Computer Science Department.” If the system has not
previously established the validity of
these interpretations
through a clarification process, they may not turn out to be
the ones intended by the user.
Alsoduring subsequent interpretation, a term may be
understood in ways the user does not expect or intend-for
example, “rock” in the LUNAR system [71] was understood
in a strict geological sense as meaning “basalt” rather than
in its everyday sense.
O r terms may be particularized in ways the user does not
intend or expect; e.g., the query

User: What do you

have written by Jones?

Here the user‘s second request has been interpreted9 as if
the publication date had been ellipsed, and the system has
supplied it explicitly as 1984 ( i t . , the publication date from
thepreviousrequest).
Thismayormay
not be whatthe
user intended by his/her query, but the paraphrasemakes
the system’s interpretion clear.
All of theseargue for at least oneadditionalpoint
of
contact where userscan verify that the system has understoodtheirqueries
as theyintendedthem.
Atleast two
researchershave
reportedon
systems which generate a
paraphrase of the system’s understandingofthe
user‘s
utterance rather than a paraphrase of its syntactic analysis:
anNL front-end to databases developed at Cambridge by
Sparck-Jonesand Boguraev [7], and an extension to IBM’s
TQA system developed by Mueckstein [49].
In Sparck-Jonesand Boguraev’ssystem, NL paraphrases
are generated at two points in the understanding
process:
first, after the system has produced an interpretation which
reflectslexicalandstructural
aspects of the user’s query,
andsecond, at a later stage in the processing, afterthe
specificcharacteristicsofthedata
to be sought in the
database in answer to the user’s query have been identified.
Both of these paraphrases are producedbythe
sameNL
generator.
The TQA system is anNL front-end to databases, which
translates NL queries into SQL expressions, which are then
evaluated against the database. To allow the user to check
the accuracy ofthe SQL expression,Mueckstein’s system
QTRANS produces a paraphrase ofthe
SQL expression
before it is evaluated, and does so in an interesting way. It
parses the SQL expressionusing SQL‘s unambiguous context-free grammar.” It then maps this SQLparse tree into
an English surfacestructure parse tree usingapplicationa Knuth Attriindependent translation rules in the form of
bute Grammar. During this
process, nonterminal nodes of
the SQL parse tree are renamed (receiving NL grammar
labelslike
Noun-Phrase,Relative-Clause,
etc.) reordered
into pre- and post-modifiers within a Noun-Phrase, deleted
(suppressing SQL artifacts like join conditions), or inserted
(providing English function words). In its final step, QTRANS
translates the terminal nodes into English and prints out the
resulting string.
For example, consider the database query:
Whatparcels
in the R5 zone on StevensStreethave
greater than 5 0 0 0 square feet?

may be paraphrased as
Paraphrase: Whatreportsdoyou
Jones?

System:
No.
User:
What
reports
do
you have by Joshi?
Paraphrase:List
reportswhoseauthor
is )oshi and
whose publication date is 7984.

have writtenby

whereas the user meant any reports, books, articles, etc.
Or discourse context-sensitive items such as definite pronouns, definite noun phrases, and ellipses may be resolved
in ways that the user has not intended.

(The database for one
TQA application is zoning information for the city of White Plains, NY.)
TQA produces the following SQL expression as i t s interpretation of the query:
SELECT UNIQUE A.JACCN, B.PARAREA
FROM ZONEF A, PARCFL B

User:

Do you have the
report
that
Finin
published in 1984?
Paraphrase: Test whether there areany reports whose
author is Fininandwhose
publication
date is 1984.
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’Following a technique used i n PLANES [70].
”Mueckstein has made minor, domain-independent changes to
the published SQL grammar, to make it more compatible with the
English structures to be generated.
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I wouldnot
Expert: OK, underthosecircumstances,
object to see you go back into that for another
six months.
User:
So you roll it over, in otherwords?
Expert: Right.

WHERE A.JACCN = B.)ACCN
AND BSTN =’Stevens St’
AND B.PARAREA > 5000
AND A.ZONE =‘R5’
This, QTRANS paraphrases as
Find the account numbers and
parcel areas for lots that
have the street name Stevens St, a parcel area of greater
than 5000 square feet, and zoning code R5.
Theimportantthingstonoticeaboutthis
the following:

-

by offering back a conclusion s/he draws from the material
to be understood
User:
Where
is Schedule B?
Expert: Do you have Schedule A?
User:
Yeah.
Expert: OK. If you turn it over, there is Schedule B.
User:
Oh. It’s onthe back ofSchedule A?
Expert: Right.

paraphrase are

It showsthe user thatthe system will beresponding
with not just a direct answer to the query (i.e., noting
just the appropriate parcels) but with additional information as to the area of each.
It shows the user that the system only knows ‘parcels’
in terms of their account numbers.
The phrase ’for lots’ is derived from the FROM phrase
andrepresentsthe’real
world‘entitytowhichthe
tables ZONEF and PARCFL apply. This must be recorded by hand explicitly for
each table and column
name i n the database.
The first conjunct in the WHERE clause is suppressed
because it is recognized as specifyingonlythe
keys
compatible for joining.

Mueckstein notes that the difficulties in this approach to
paraphrase stem from the need to rearrange the SQL query
structure to bring itcloser to the user’s conceptualization of
thedomainwithoutbeingtoorepetitive
or introducing
ambiguities. This requires the attribute grammar to be able
t o compareunits across nonadjacent phrases in the SQL
query and act accordingly.
Related to this use ofparaphrase of a formallanguage
query is the use of NL paraphrase in an automatic programming system developed at IS1 [65].Heretheprogrammer’s
high-level specifications (which the system will turn into an
executable program) are first paraphrased in English so that
theprogrammer can checkthats/he
has said whats/he
intended. (That is, constructs in thishigh-level language
imply particular mapping/dependency relations which the
programmar may not beaware of ormayhave forgotten.)
So paraphrase is being used to catch errors before they get
in thecode-verysimilartoits
use in query systems, to
catchbadinterpretationsbeforetheyundergo
expensive
evaluation against a database.
Before concluding this section, we want to comment on
the opposite side of this verification process-allowing the
user to verifyhis/her own understandingofthe
system’s
requests or advice. This aspect of user-system interactions
has long been overlooked, but is critical for the responsible
use of expert systems. Paraphrase, the method employed by
systems in resolvingambiguityandverifyingtheirformal
interpretation of users’ queries, is only one of several methodsthat are usedinteractivelybetweenpeopletoverify
understanding. O n theadvice giver’sside,
s/he can explicitly test therecipient’sunderstandingbyaskingquestionsoraskingtherecipientto
repeatwhat
s/he (the
advice giver) has said. On the recipient’s side, s/he may ask
theadvicegiver
to verifyhis/herunderstanding
by inter
alia paraphrasing the question or advice,
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or by offering back how
s/he sees the (general) advice as
instantiated to his/own situation
Expert: Youshouldn’t mix drugsand alcohol.
I shouldn’ttake my vitamins with a
User:Youmean
Bloody Mary?
In user interactions with expert systems, who takes responsibilityforinitiatingthisverificationwilldependonthe
characterofthe
user population,the goal ofthe system,
and what i s being verified. We believethat systems must
alwaysprovidefor
users’ attempts to verifytheirunderstanding of the system’s queries. With respect to the system’sconclusionsand
advice, some systems will have to
build in tests of users’ understanding;others will have to
build in additional NL understandingmachinery toallow
users to initiate verification themselves.
IV.

CORRECTING
MISCONCEPTIONS

Another aspect of the user and system coming to terms
with each other for successful interactive problem solving
involves their individual world views. Many of the troubles
ininteractioncomefromthefactthatparticipantshold
different views about the world and either do not realize it
or fail to do anything about it. As a result, each may leave
the interaction with very different beliefs about what
was
communicated.In
Suchman’s terms [63], both user and
system must provide, in some way, for the ongoing identification and repair of those troubles.
(incomputational research in this area, disparitiesbetween the beliefs of user and system have been treated as
misconceptionsonthe
user’s part. Thatis,
the system’s
view of the world
is assumed to be correct. Of course, in
actualfact,the
usermay hold thecorrectbelief,butthe
important thing is that the disparity be pointed out so that
theinteraction canbe correctlyinterpreted.Inwhatfollows, we shall also refer to these disparities as ”misconceptions” to be consistent with the literature.)
Heretofore mostofthe
computationalworkonrecognizing andrespondingto
user misconceptions has been
done in the context of NL front-ends to database systems.
Notice that in theserelativelysimple systems, where it is
only facts and requests for them that
are exchanged, users
may be able to recognize a disparity between the system’s
view of the world and their own: for example, they may be
able to tell thatthe system’sanswer to theirquestion is
wrong or strange.Nevertheless, because the usermay not
recognizethedisparity
at all or notrecognize itquickly
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enough to avoidconfusion,people have felt the need to
put as much responsibility on the system as they have been
able to. The problem is much greater i n user interactions
w i t h expert systems, where usersare likelyto have less
domain knowledge and expertise than the system and thus
areless likely to recognize a disparity. The result is confusion,
or
worse,
misinterpretation.
In whatfollows,we
discuss work on recognizingandresponding
to user misconceptions, first in thecontextof
database question/
answeringandtheninthecontextofinteractionswith
expert systems.
There areatleast
two kinds ofbeliefsthat areeasy to
recognize. One is a belief that a particular description has a
referent intheworldof
interest; i.e., thatthere
is an
individual or set which meets the description. Such a belief
is revealed when a noun phrase is used i n particular conQ to ask thequestion“Which
texts. For example,for
Frenchmajors failed CIS531 last term?” Q would have to
believethat: 1) CIS531was given last term, 2) there are
3) there are Frenchmajors whotook
Frenchmajors,and
CIS531 last term. If R does not hold these beliefs as well, it
would be uncooperative for R to give a direct answer, since
any directanswer,
including“None,”implicitlyconfirms
(incorrectly) that R holds these beliefs. The other kind of
belief concerns what can serve as an argument to a particular relation. Such beliefs are revealed linguistically in terms
ofthesubjectand/orobjectof
a verb. For example, the
question ”Which graduate students have taught CIS531?”
showsthat Q believesthatgraduatestudents
can teach
CIS531. Again,if R does not hold thisbelief, it would be
uncooperativeto give a direct answer,sinceanyanswer
would implicitly confirm this belief, including the
answer
”None.” In both examples, a direct answer is insufficient,
and must be augmented in a response which addresses the
disparity.
Computationalworkonproviding
suchresponses
has
been done by several researchers. Kaplan [33], in his CO-OP
a description of
system,addresses the misconception that
an entityor set has a referent inthe system’sdatabase,
whenaccordingtothe
system’s information,it does not.
CO-OP looks for a possible misconception if its response to
the user’s query comes back empty or with a “no” answer.
In these cases, CO-OP checks whether all theentities
mentioned in the query exist in the database (i.e.,correspond to nonempty sets). If one or more does not, CO-OP
assumes a misconception on the user’s partand responds
accordingly; e.g.,
User:
System:

Which Frenchmajors failed CIS531 last term?
I do not know of anyFrench majors.

Mercer [46] addresses botbl the “extensional” misconceptions (Kaplan’s term)thatKaplan
considers, andcertain
misconceptions inferrable from the use of particular lexical
items, such as
User:
System:

Has John stoppedtaking CIS531?
No, he has not
stopped
since he
hasn’t
started.

Mercer’ssystemdepends
presuppositions’’ofthe

on its ability to determinethe
answer it plans to give.Where

”In simple terms, a presupposition of a sentence S i s a statement
that must be true for either 5 or i t s negation to make sense.
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Mercer’sand Kaplan’sapproaches
differ is that Kaplan’s
system essentially infers what the
user would have to believe about the world in order to have asked the particular
question. If any of those beliefs conflict with the beliefs of
the system, corrective information is included in additionto
orinstead
of ananswer. Mercer’ssystem,
ontheother
hand, computes the presuppositions of its planned answer
because according to Gazdar’s interpretation [21] of Grice’s
Maxim of Quality [24], a speaker should not say anything
which has a nontruepresupposition. The differencebetween the systems would beapparent ifCO-OPdidnot
make the “Closed World Assumption.” Then CO-OP could
not necessarily conclude there were no individuals satisfying aparticulardescription
if it could not find them.
For
example,
User:

Do any
professors
CSEl14?

that
teach

CSElOl
teach

If no such individuals could be found nor could individuals
satisfying the embedded description “professors that teach
CSEIOI,” CO-OP would reply
System:

I do not know of professors that teach CSElOl,

O n the other hand, if Mercer’s system can prove that there
is n o professor w h o teaches CSE114 but cannot prove that
its presupposition is false-that there
is no professor who
teaches CSElOl-it will respond
System:

No. Moreover I don’teven
fessor teaches CSElOl.

know if any pro-

Mays [40] and, more recently, Gal [20] address misconceptions that assume that a relationship can hold between two
objects or classes, when according to the system’s information it cannot. For example
User:
System:

Which graduatestudents have taught CIS531?
CIS531is agraduatecourse. Only faculty can
teach graduate courses.

Mays’ system uses a rich data model containing three types
of information against which to validate the system’s interpretation of the user’s query:
taxonomic information such as a woman is a person, a
teacher is a person, etc.;
mutual
exclusion
information
such as an
undergraduate cannot be a graduate student (and viceversa);
selectionalconstraints
such as the subject of (one
sense of) the relation ‘teach’ must be interpretable as
the concept ‘teacher’ and its object must be interpretable as the concept ‘course.’
Every query interpretation is checked against this data model
forpossibleselectionalconstraintviolations.
By virtueof
thetaxonomicandmutualexclusioninformation,
stating
the selectional constraints at the highest place in the taxonomy at which they hold captures alland only thoseconcepts that could serve as arguments to a relation. So even
though selectional constraints on ‘teach’ may only be stated
i n terms of ‘teacher’ and ‘course,’ the system can recognize
that ’woman’ can be the subject of ‘teach’ (i.e., it is compatible with the concept
‘teacher’) while‘undergraduate’
cannot
be
(i.e., it is incompatible
with
the
concept
‘teacher’). Any violated constraints are taken as evidence of
a misconception on the part of the user.
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Gal’ssystem
uses the databasesystem’s
integrityconstraints to achieve a capability which overlaps that of May’s
system. (Integrity constraints constrain the values that can
appear in fields in the database, and are used primarily to
maintain consistency when the database is updated.)
By augmenting the system’sanalysis of the user’s query
with integrity constraints on thepredicatesthat appear in
the query, Gal’s system can recognize user misconceptions
at two points: 1) beforeevaluatingthe query against the
database, if an integrity constraint is simply violated by the
query, and 2) during query evaluation, if a fact found in the
databasecauses the integrity constraint to be violated. For
example,given
an integrityconstraint
like “Professor S
teaches courses only in department A,” Gal’s system would
recognize the user’s misconception in the query
User:

H o w many coursesdoesprofessor
department B ?

McCoy showsthatthecurrentcontext/perspectivecan
affectwhethertwo
things are judged to besimilar
different. Contrasting them in the former situation would
reveal amisconception, as wouldequatingtheminthe
latter. For example,
System:

User:
System:

S teach in

I’m interested inbuying some US Government securities. I was thinking about Money
Market Certificates, since they are the same
as Treasury Bills.

System:

Butthey’re
not: they’re two very different
things. A Treasury Bill is backed by the government. You have to get it from the Federal
on the
Reserve. A moneymarketcertificate,
other hand, is backed by the bank that issues
it. So one is a government security while the
other isn’t.

Professor S teach120?

during query evaluation, if it found that course 120 was not
in department A.

Gal’ssystem, written in Prolog, uses the sameparser to
analyze the user’s NL queries and to generate corrective NL
responses. Additional heuristics are used to decide what to
say (i.e., to pass to the parser/generator) in case a corrective response is called for. For example, all violated integrity
constraints arealways displayed, butif an integrityconstraint is only found to be violated during evaluation, the
databasefacts
signalingtheviolation
are presentedfirst,
followed by the violated constraint, for example:
User:
System:

Is John instructedby

Professor Smith?
No; because Smith teaches onlyinthe
English-for-foreigner
department;
John
is
Americanandno
Americanstudent can be
enrolledintheEnglish-for-foreignerdepartment.

Work on recognizing and responding to user misconceptions in the context of expert systems or knowledge based
systems is even more preliminary. We note
here two such
efforts. Work on misconceptions involving confusions about
objects and their properties has been done by McCoy [72],
[73]. These misconceptions may be revealed through a
user’s utteranceeitherdescribing
an object in terms of a
class it does notbelong to, incorrectlyattributing some
property to it, or ascribing an incorrect value to one of its
properties. For example,
System: D o you haveany liquid assets?
User:
I have a $5000 moneymarketcertificate.
a liquid asSystem: Amoneymarketcertificateisn’t
set. Your money is tied up for several years in
a moneymarketcertificate.
Do you mean a
money market account?
User:What’stheinterest
rate on thisstock?
System:Stocks
don’t havean interestrate, Theymay
pay a dividend periodically.
One problem with these is whether, in the current context,
they
actually
constitute
misconceptions,
That
is,
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I’d like to see you hold that $10000 coming
due in a money market fund until mid-March
and then get into a longer term money market
certificate.
a
Well, 1 was justwondering,whatabout
treasury bill instead?
doesn’treplace
That’s not a badideabutit
your money market certificate in any wayit’s an exact duplicate. They’re almost identical types of instruments, so one, as far as I’m
concerned, is about the same as another.

User:

before queryevaluation.
O n theother
hand, itwould
recognize the user’s misconception in the query

User:Does

or

In the firstexample, both objects are viewed through the
perspective of savings instruments,thereby
highlighting
suchattributes as interest rate andmaturitydate,which
treasury billsandmoneymarket
certificates share. But in
thesecond example,theobjects
are viewedin terms of
their issuer, thereby highlighting such attributes as issuing
company and purchase place, which attributes treasury bills
andmoneymarket
certificates do not share. McCoy’s approachthrough perspective is able to identify that contrasting the two in thefirstexample reveals a misconception, as does equating them in the second example.
McCoy presents a variety of correction strategies whose
selection in a particular case depends on what the system
believesmay have led the user to the misconception. For
example, in one case, the system will attempt to include in
its response
1)
2)

3)
4)

a denialoftheincorrectclassification
a statement of the correct classification
a concession ofsimilaritybymentioningtheircommon attributes
anoverride to theconcededinformationbynoting
features thatdefinetheobject
as belongingto
correct superordinate class.

User:
System:

its

I want to buy some corporatebonds.Should
I get preferred?
Preferred are not bonds,they are stocks. A
preferredstock is like a bond in that both

haveregular
payments of a fixedamount.
However,unlikebond
payments, thecompany is under no legal obligation to pay preferred stock payments. In addition, preferred
stock gives part ownership in the company.
What is missingfrom

McCoy’ssystem

is themachinery
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necessary forrecognizingwhenthe
user has an objectrelated misconception. It will not be as simple a task as that
ofrecognizing an existentialmisconception,althoughwe
hopethatawide
range of cases will bepossible.
For
example,the above case requires the system to interpret
the user’s second sentence “Should I get preferred?” as a
more
specific
request for
information
about
corporate
bonds. The user’s goal is to buy corporate bonds. To achieve
thisgoal, s/heneeds
information or wantsadvice about
corporatebonds.In
particular, s/he wants information
about a specific type of corporate bonds-preferred. By this
chain of interpretation (relating the user’s goals and his/her
information seeking behavior), the system hypothesizes this
misconception on the user’s part. This i s not a simple type
of reasoning,andmore
work is needed on isolating both
easy to recognizeobject-relatedmisconceptionsandthe
to deal with
knowledgeand
reasoningabilitiesneeded
more subtle cases.
O n thesubjectof
userplans and goals, this is another
area rich in misconceptions that may be more visible in user
interactions with expert systems and knowledge-based systems. Thatis, it is frequently the case that someone has a
goal they want to achieve, but that the plan they come up
with, which motivates their interaction with someone else,
will not achievethatgoal.Recognizing
this, ahuman respondentmay give informationthat facilitatesthequestioner achieving his/her goal, as well as (directly or indirectly) answering the given plan-related question. This kind
of behavior is illustrated in the following examples [54]:
Q: Is there a way to tell mail that I’d like to
deliver a
message after some particular time and/or date?
R : No. I can’t really see anyeasy way to do this either
(and guarantee it). If you really wanted to do that,
you could submit a batch job to run after a certain
time and have it send the message.

Q: What’s the combination of the printer room lock?
R : The door’s open.
Questioners presume experts know more about a domain
than they do, and they expect the above sort of cooperative
behavior. If it is not forthcoming, expert systems are likely
t o mislead their users [31]. If they mislead their users, they
are worthless.
This behavior depends on the ability to infer when and
how inappropriate plans underlie a user’s queries, an ability
addressed i n [54].In this work, Pollack develops a model of
responding to questions that does not rest o n what she has
called the appropriate query assumption. Abandoning this
assumption requiresthe development of a model of plan
inferencethat is significantlydifferentfromthemodels
discussed by Allen [2], Cohen [13], and others. Where their
inferenceprocedures
are essentiallyheuristicallyguided
graph searches through the space ofvalid plans,Pollack’s
procedure involves R’s 1) reasoning about likely differences
between R’s o w n beliefs and Q‘s beliefs and 2) searching
through the space of plans that could be produced by such
differences. To facilitate this
reasoning, Pollack has had to
re-analyze the notion of plans, giving a careful account of
the mental attitudes entailed by having a plan. Her account
derives fromthe literature inthephilosophyofaction,
especially [23] and [8].
Onebeliefthat
is claimed to be necessary for a questioner to have a plan is that all the actions in the plan are
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related either by generation [23] or by enablement.l* Consider the firstexampleabove.
Theresponsecan
beexplainedbyproposingthatthe
respondentinfersthat
the
questioner’s plan consists of the following actions:

-

telling mail to delivera message aftersome particular
date and/or time;
havingmaildeliver
a message aftersome
particular
date and/or time;
having a message deliveredafter some particular date
and/or time.

Whattherespondent
believes is that the questioner believesthatthe first action generates the second, andthe
response, therelation
second generates thethird.Inthe
thatholdsbetweenthementionedaction(submitting
a
batchjob)andtheinferred
goal (having a message delivered after some particular date/time)
is also generation,
but here, it is therespondent who believes therelation
holds. While Pollack does not address the actual information that should be included ina response when the system
detects an inappropriate plan underlying a query, it seems
clear that an ability to infer such plans is requisite to responding appropriately.
Pollack’s analysiscanalsobe
applied to handling other
types of requeststhatreflectinappropriateplans.
As discussed above, the phenomenon she addresses requires reasoning about the relationship of one action toanother, and,
moresignificantly,
people’s knowledge or beliefsabout
such relationships: the actions themselves can be treated as
opaque.Inorder
to handlethe secondexample
above,
Pollack’s analysis would have to beextended
to allow
reasoningabout people’s knowledge or beliefsabout objects and their properties and the role thatparticular objects
andtheirproperties
play i n actions. Reasoning aboutthe
relationship between knowledge (primarily of objects) and
action has been discussed i n [2], [47], [3].
I n summary,there are many types ofbelief disparities
that can interfere with the successful transmission of information between user and system. One of the most subtle
for expert systems involves the user’s belief in the relevance
of some concept to his/her question, where for the system,
it is irrelevant. Lack of attention to such misconceptions can
make it very difficult for the user to understand the system’s
advice. Examples of this can be found in Cassell’s transcripts
of doctor’s taking medical histories [IO]. It is something that
the developers of advisory systems will eventually have to
deal with, if they are to be used by the lay public.

v.

INFORMATION INTENDED
TO

PREVENT

MISCONSTRUAL

In Section IV, we noted thatmany ofthetroublesthat
arise i n an interaction come from the fact that participants
holddifferent viewsaboutthe
world andeitherdonot
realizeitorfail
to doanythingaboutit.
These different
views may lead to utterances being misconstrued. But even
when the participants appear to hold the same view of the
“Generation corresponds to what is roughly captured as the by
locutioninEnglish:thequestionerbelievesone
can have a message delivered by tellingmail to deliver a message. Enablement
corresponds to therelationshipcapturedinthe
STRIPS model of
actions: finding out the combination to the printer room enables
are not the
one to openthedoor.Generationandenablement
same: telling mail to deliver a message after some particular date
and/or time does not alter the current world
state in such a way
that one can then have mail deliver the message.
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world,there are still circumstanceswhereutterances
may
be misconstrued, To avoid such misunderstandings, reuttersponsiblehuman speakers know to augmenttheir
ances with additional information. It is thislatter information thatwe discuss i n thissection,andwhatexpert
systemsand knowledge-based systems will require to avoid
such misunderstandings as well.
In answering questions, there areatleast three bases for
a respondent anticipating that the questioner
may draw a
false conclusionfrom
his/her answer A : deductive reasoning involving A and a false beliefthatthequestioner
holds; default reasoning, where the respondent knows the
default does not hold; and implicature, where A may suggest, by virtue of its ordinary use, something that is not the
case here. The first case is similar to the situation discussed
in Section IV, in which the respondent adds information to
correctthe questioner’smisconception. I f therespondent
does not point out, or better,correctthis false belief, the
questioner will draw an additional false conclusionfrom
therespondent’s answer.The additionalinformation s/he
provides in responsemay
pointoutthe
false belief or
correct it as well [32], [31].
The second case i s illustrated by the following hypothetical exchange between user and system:
User:What’sthecombinationoftheprinterroom
lock?
System: It’s 8-9-8, but Ira changes it every week.
Onemight
callthis
an “inertialdefault”-typically,the
referentofadefinite
descriptor stays the same. If the
system just answers the user’s question (“It’s 8-93’), s/he
may falsely conclude (by default reasoning) that the referentofthedefinite
descriptor “thecombinationofthe
printer room lock” will stay 8-9-8.
The system provides the
additional information (“but Ira changes it every week”) to
prevent this misconstrual.
The third case, misconstrual based on implicature, i s
illustrated by the following example:
User:
Which shipshave a doctoronboard?
System:The JFK, the Admiral Nimitz,. . .

From the system’s answer, the usermay conclude that the
ships named there have a doctor on board and other ships
notnamedtheredonot.
Thatis, the usermay beled to
believe that there is a non-empty set of ships which do not
shipsare
have a doctor on board. However, if the named
the only ships (and the user does not know it), the system’s
answer-while correct and useful-is nevertheless misleading: the system should have answered “all of them,” which
would not have mislead the user to believe in a doctor-less
subset of ships.
A fourth possible basis for anticipating a false conclusion
from a correct answer is the respondent’s belief that people
typically believe X (i,e,, as opposed to his/herbeliefthat
people believe that typically X). Consider a user interacting
with an employment database, checkingoutajobthat
looks interesting. S/he asks
What’s the salary?
User:
System: There isn’t any.
Because of this, the userrejects the job and moves on to
consider others. The system’s answer may
be factually correct (ie, there is no salary entry for the job), but the user’s
conclusion may be false: that is, thejob may not pay a
FlNlN et a i
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salary, but remuneration may come in other ways; e.g., tips,
commission, stock options, etc.
Toanticipateandavoid
such a false conclusion,the
system could reason aboutwhatpeopletypically
believe,
and if that does not matchthecurrentsituation,
it could
informthe user.That is, suppose it believesthatpeople
typically will not take nonpaying jobs. It also believes that
people typically believe that if a job does not pay a salary, it
is a nonpaying job. (Here, SB stands for ”System believes”
and UB, for “User believes”.)

-

(SB (typically U not take a nonpaying job))
(SB (typically UB (no salary
nonpaying job)).

The system, on the other hand, believes that all jobs either
pay a salaryorhave
tips or offercommission on sales or
provide stock options or other free benefits or are nonpaying.Moreover,the
system knowsthat
this job offers a
20-percent commission on sales.
(SBVx :job. x pays salary or x has tips or x offers commission , , , or x is nonpaying job)
(SB JOB617 not pay salary)
(SB JOB617 offers commission)
Giventhe system’s own beliefsandbeliefsabout
user’s
typical beliefs, the system should be able to anticipate that
the user willnot
takethis
job (JOB617)because
it i s
nonpaying, However, it knows that while the job
does not
paya
salary, it doespay
commission. Thus the system
should also describewhatreimbursement
it provides, to
prevent any misconstrual.
System:There
is no salary, but there is a 20-percent
commission on every squash racquet you sell.
The principles that guide this behavior are Grice’s Maxim
of Quantity [24]:
M a k e your contribution as informative as is requiredfor
Do not make your
thecurrent purposesoftheexchange.
i s required for the curcontrlbution more informative than
rent purposes of the exchange.

and Joshi’s modification to Grice’s Maxim of Quality [3@]:
If you, the speaker, plan to say anything which may imply
to be false, then
for the hearer something that you believe
provide further information to block it.

What this modified Quality Maxim provides is a criterion
for the level of informativeness needed to satisfy the Quantity Maxim: enough must be said so thatthe hearerdoes
not draw a false conclusion.
Hirschberg has investigated a class of indirect and modified direct responses to yes-no questions in her work on
scalar implicatures [28]. It i s possible to view a large class of
the responses she considers as attempts by cooperative
speakers to block potential false inferences which hearers
might otherwise (wrongly) infer to
beimplicaturesarising
from a directresponse-while
also providinginformation
fromwhichdirect
responsecan bederived[28].Wecan
illustrate this by the following example.
A:
B:

Has Mary had her medication?
Shehas takenthe Excedrin.

Asimpledirect
response “No” by B, although correct,
would be misleading because it licenses A to draw the false
inference that Mary has not taken any of her medication.
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6’s response above blocks this inference.
Note also B indirectly conveys to A the fact that Mary has not taken all of
her medication [28].
The major assumption of this work in general is that one
can limit the amount of reasoning that R is responsible for
doing, to detect a possible reason for misconstrual. This is
an important assumption, and further work isnecessary to
show thatsuchconstraining can be done in some principled manner.
VI.

ADAPTINGTHE

INTERACTION T O INDIVIDUAL U S E R S

As noted earlier,system-generatedjustificationsand
explanations can eliminate potential troubles in
user-system
interactions before they start. So too can adapting the interactions to the abilities and interactional style of the user.
Although this adaptivebehavior is not unique to systems
employing an NL interface, it is strongly evident in normal
human interaction and will be expected by users of systems
with sophisticated NL interfaces. The issues we will discuss
are 1) deciding what questions to ask and not to ask of the
user; 2) interpreting a “don’t know” answer; and 3) enlarging the range of acceptable answers.
A. Deciding What to Ask

Existinginteractiveexpert
systems employ a numberof
techniquestoguidetheir
search forappropriateconclusions. For the most part, they employ strategies which take
into account such preferences as:

-

prefer rules which can yield definite conclusions over
indefinite ones (e.g., MYCIN’s unitypath heuristic) [59];
preferruleswhoseconclusionscan
have the greatest
impact on the ultimate goals of the system (e.g., the
rule selection function in PROSPECTOR[17]);
prefer rules which do not require
asking the userany
questions over those which do (e.g., as in MYCIN and
ARBY [41]).

Most expert systems fail, however, to take into account any
factors which depend on the individual they are interacting
with-for example, the user’s ability to understand a question or to giveareliable
answer.This
section discusses
some ofthe ways that an expert systemcan improveits
interaction with a user by incorporating an explicit model
of the user’s knowledge and beliefs.
Interactiveexpert systemsvary as to when they ask for
information and when they
rely on their own deductions.
However, in this decision, they ignore
the user’s ability to
understand and respond reliably. For example, in PROSPECTOR [17], goals are simply marked as being either ”askable”
or “unaskable” (never both). In MYCIN [59], the user is only
askedfor
informationifeitherthe
system’s attempt to
deduce a subgoal fails; Le., if no rules were applicable or if
the applicable rules were too weak or offset each other; or
the user’s answer would be conclusive (e.g., lab results). In
KNOBS [18], a system for assisting users in mission planning, the user is only asked for preferences, not facts. If the
user prefers not to answer at any point, s/he can turn over
control to the system andlet itcompute an appropriate
value.
Any attempt to customize a system’s interaction to the
current user must allow for wrong guesses.Theusermay
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not be able to answer its questions or will answer them
incorrectly or will find them annoying. Thus custornization
has several aspects-I) deciding what question to ask next;
2) recovering from awrong decision(i.e., from having
asked a “bad“) question; and 3) modifying subsequent decisions about what sort of questions to ask,
One approach might be to evaluatestrategies according
to how much work is required of the user to provide the
information requestedofhim/her.
Thiscan
befactored
into:
1)
2)

3)

How much work is required to understand the question?
How much work is required to acquire theinformation?
Howmuchwork
is required to communicatethe
information to the system?

Astrategy thatrequired no furtherinformationfromthe
user would receivean
“easy” rating.Somewhat
harder
wouldbe a strategy thatrequiredthe
user to makean
observation,and harder stillwould be a strategy that required atest. Much harder would be onethatneeded to
access the user’s prior knowledge for the information. For
example, if a piece of equipment failed to work, an obvious
“IS itplugged in?” This is simple to
question to askis
ascertain by observation and has a high payoff. Somewhat
test, but again
harder to answer because it involvesa
“Is the
somethingwith
ahighpayoff,
is thequestion
battery working?“13
Of coursethere might be several alternativeprocedures
the user couldemployin
acquiringtheinformationthe
system wants, each of different difficulty for him/her, each
requiring somewhat different resources. While the system’s
evaluation of a strategy might be based on the assumption
that the user canand will use the easiest of these procedures, more refined evaluations might take into account the
resourcesavailable
tothe
particular user as well. (This
informationabout
alternativeprocedures-theirlevelof
difficulty and resource requirements would also be useful
for certain cases where a user cannot answer the system’s
question, as will be discussed in the next subsection.)
A strategy evaluation based solely on how much work is
requiredofthe
user wouldnot
be sufficienthowever.
Another factor in the system’s choice of reasoning strategy
must be its a priori beliefs about the reliability of the user’s
information. The system should prefer a line of reasoning
which depends on facts it believes the user cansupply
reliably over one which it believes the user can supply with
less reliability.
For example, consider a system taking a patient’s medical
patient has a
history. If it needs toknowwhetherthe
drinking problem it can either ask the question directly (e.g.
”Areyou analcoholic?”) or ask a set of questions from
13Thisresemblessomewhatthe
strategies embodied in INTERNIST [55]:when simply trying to eliminate a hypothesis from alarge
number of possible ones, INTERNIST limits its questions to information obtainable via history or physical exam. Later, when trying
to dlscriminate between a small number of contending hypotheses,
INTERNIST may
requestinformationwhich
comes frommore
“costly” procedures.Finally,whentrying
to confirm a particular
hypothesis,there are no constraints on the data it may request:
biopsies may be required, etc.
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whichit canconcludethe
answer (e.g. “Do youdrink
socially?” “Do you drink at home?” “Would you say you
drink as much as a bottle a day?”14, etc). Often suchan
indirect approach can provide more reliable data.

user formulate ananswer. There areseveral techniques it
can use in achieving the first goal:

B. When the User Cannot Answer

Whenthe systemdoes
choose to go to the user for
information, the usermay stillonly beable to answer ‘‘I
don’t know.” A flexible system should be able to take this
response, hypothesize the underlying reasons for it, and act
to help the user out of his/her predicament.
This section
describessome oftheunderlying
reasons why aperson
cannot (or will not) answer a question, each of which calls
for a slightly different response on the system’s part. Note
that no matter what the reason, the usermay still respond
with a simple “ I don’t know.”
Theuser may not understand the question; e.g., it may
containunfamiliar
termsorconcepts.Here
the system
should have one of two possible responses: either it should
be able to supply the user with definitions of the terms or
concepts s/he is unfamiliar with (cf. Section I I ) or it should
be able to rephrase the question so as not to use them.
The user may not besure that the question means the
same to the system as it does to him/her. In this case, the
system shouldbe able to generate a paraphrase ofthe
question that clarifies it or allow the user to verify his/her
understanding (cf. Section 111).
The user may understand the question but not know how
t o go aboutdeterminingthe
answer. Inthis
case, the
system should be able to suggest one or more procedures
for doing so.
The user mayunderstandthequestion
but may not
remember theinformationneeded
for an answer. Inthis
case, the system should be able to ask the user for information that provides strongly suggestive clues to the information it needs.
The user may understand the question but may not have
at hand the information needed for determining an answer
(e.g., lab results). Thesystem should be able to figure out
whetheritmight
be able toperform
some preliminary
reasoning without the missing information and finish things
off when it is provided.
The user may notknowwhy
the system wants the
information and will not divulge it until s/he does. In this
case, thequestion needs t o beexpanded toincludethe
system’s reason for asking it.
The user may not believe therequested information is
relevant to solving the problem and
is trying to force the
expert to adopt another line of reasoning. In this case, the
system should be able to identify and pursue an alternative
strategy, if one exists. If not, it should be able to explain to
the user why it cannot continue. The same holds if it is the
case that the user does not wish to divulge the information.
Since its strategy for possible success differs in each case,
a system must be able to 1) determine why the user did not
answerand 2) offer an appropriate response tohelpthe
“This last question is interesting in its own right, as Cassell [IO]
notes that one i s more likely to get a reliable answer to a question
that lets the patient off the hook. ”No, not that much, only 5 or 6
shots.”
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-

It canprovidethe
user with a way to express the
problemdirectly (e.g., through a menu or a set of
predefined key words like PARAPHRASE).
it can use a model of the individual user to determine
themostlikelyproblem
( e g , some terms are very
likely to be unknown by certain classes of users).
It can interpret a user’sNLresponseagainst
the set of
possibilities

Once the problem has been found, there are also several
possible responsetechniques. If the userdoes notunderstand terms in the question, then the techniques discussed
i n Section II are applicable.Ifthe useris uncertainofthe
overallmeaningofthequestion,thenthe
paraphrasing
techniquesof Section Ill are in order. Some otheruseful
techniques to implement include:
1) Proceduresfor the user’s acquiringtheinformation,
annotated by the level of resources, time and sophistication
needed to carry them out, as in these exchanges:
System:
User:
System:
System:
User:
System:

Doeseatingcertainfoods
cause a problem
for you?
HOW-KNOW?
D o you get a rash whenyou eat them, or
become short of breath or vomit?
Is it an ASCII file?
HOW-KNOW?
I s it readable when printed on your terminal?

2) ”Script”-likeinformationrelating
events of interest
with events that are perhaps more easily rememberedby
the user [35], asis suggested by this interaction:
System:
User:
System:
User:
System:
User:
System:
User:
System:

Have you had a tetanus shot in the last two
years?
DON’T-RECALL
Were you bitten by a dog, cat, or some other
animal in the last two years?
Yes.
Were you treated for the bite?
Yes.
Were you given ashot as part of the treatment?
Yes.
Then that was probably a tetanus shot.

3) Teleologicalinformationconcerningthe
making the request, as is shown in this:
System:
User:
System:

reasons for

H o w tall are you?
WHY?
We would like to know whether your weight
is right for your height.

4) Ability to do case analysisreasoning; i.e., considering
the effect on the
outcome,underthealternative
assumption of each possible value or class of values. (it is possible
that it will not make a difference which value is assumed.);
e.g.:

System:

What is yourmother’s

Rh factor?
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User:
System:

DON’T-KNOW
Could
you
ask her?
We’ll
continue
without it.

System:
User:

Has anyone i n your family committed suicide?
SKIP-IT

now

Note that most of these examples show a system providing
another question rather than a definition for the unknown
or unshared termor a procedure for determining theanswer.
The reason forthis
is thatit
constrains the subsequent
interaction, so thatthe user knowswhat is expectedof
him/her,therebyavoiding
some problemsofinterpretation.

C. Increased Leeway in User’sResponses
We have been talking all along about enlarging the range
of interactionsthat responsible users need to be able to
have with expert and knowledge basedsystems to ensure
thattheadvicethe
userreceives
is appropriateand
is
understood correctly. As the range widens, the entire interactionbecomesmorenatural.
As aresult, usersmay become
frustrated
their
if normal
interactive
behavior
is
curtailed. One place that it might be is in responding to the
system’s requests for information.
People vary in the amount and kind of information they
are used to providing in response to questions, They are
frustratedifthey
mustact
differently. For example,van
Katwijk et al. [68] reportexperiments
comparing three
sources of information on local train schedules-aperson,
a taped recording, and a simulated computerized information system. What upset people most about the latter was
its refusal to process any information that was not explicitly
requested.Obviously,the
personvolunteered it because
s/he feltthe system would need it. Frame-basedsystems
such as KNOBS[I81and
GUS [6], an interactivetravel
assistant developed at XEROX, permit such behavior,and
other systems must do so as well. Here we indicate several
other ways (besides volunteering additional information) in
which an expert system should allow a user more flexibility
in answering a question.
Offering Facts from which an Answer can be Deduced:
Often the user provides an indirect answer, in the belief
that the system can and will deduce a direct answer from it.
We have identified four situation in which this
occurs.
1)Theuser
is unable todetermine an answer tothe
questionbut has what s/he believes to be information
from which the system can deduce an answer, asis shown
in the following examples.
System: What is youremployeeclassification:
A-I,
A-2, or A-3?
User:
I’m an assistant professor inOriental Studies.
System: All faculty members are A-I employees, thank
you.
System:Are
you a senior citizen?
User:
I’m 62
years old.
Of course the user can be wrong, and the information s/he
offers either inadequate or irrelevant, as in this exchange.
Systems: What is youremployeeclassification:
A-2, or A-3?
User:I’vebeen
here for over 5 years.
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A-I,

System:Sorry,
could you tell me either your job title
or position?

2) The user is able but unwilling to perform the computations necessary for answering the question, as in:
System:
User:

What is your yearlysalary?
$1840
per
month.

3) Theusergoes
beyond a directliteral answer to provide a more preciseandhencepossiblymoreinformative
answer, as in the second of the following two responses:
System:
User 1:
User 2:

Are you 65 orolder?
Yes.
I’m 72.

4) The useranswers
aslightlydifferentquestion
because adirect answer to thegivenquestion
wouldbe
logically correct but misleading. This is in the same behaviorwe
discussed in SectionV
i n terms ofthe
system
modifying its
correct
but
potentially
misleading
direct
answers. Users must be free to do the same, for example:

System:
User 1:
User 2:

Did you deleteallthe KLONE files?
Yes.
I deletedthe .LISP files.

System:
User 1:
User 2:

Did you deleteallthe KLONE files?
No.
I deletedthe .LISP files.

If the user were confined to answering just yes or no, the
system would be misled: if the user just answered “no,” the
(which is
system mightthink that no filesweredeleted
incorrect, in the second case). If it just answered “yes,” the
system might think that just those files had been deleted
(which is incorrect, in the first case).
Hedging: Often a user may wish to hedge on his answer,
say byattachingacertainty
measure, offeringa range of
values, orprovidingadisjunctive
answer. Manycurrent
expert systems provide for the first case. O n the other hand,
the possibility of hedging by specifying a disjunctive
answer
or a range o f values has not been explored to any extent.
There are several problems withallowing
a userthese
possibilities.One involvesdiscriminatingbetween
an imprecise single value and a precise range of values. Contrast
the following two interactions:

System: H o w tall is your wife?
User:
Between
5’2” and 5’4”.
System: H o w much does a Volvo cost?
User:
Between
12K and
18K.
In the first the useris clearly giving a range in which the
single answer lies. In the second, s/he is more likely to be
indicating that a Volvo specifies a set of objects, the costs
ofwhich fall inthe range given. Determiningwhichof
these t w o cases the user intends requires a model of how
the user views the object and attribute.
Deferring an Answer: The
user
may
wishto
defer
answering a question. This differs from declining to answer
(i.e.,the SKIP-ITresponsediscussed
earlier) in signaling
that the user wants to supply the information later, but not
now. In an expert system that responds to user preferences
(e.g., any kind of planning assistant), one reason for defer-
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r i n gi st h a ft o tr h eu s e tr h ea n s w e r
is c o n d i t i o n a l on
s o m e t h i n g t h a t h a s not been resolved yet. A deferral gives
of t h e
t h e u s e r a m e t h o d to control the reasoning process
e x p e r ts y s t e mb yf o r c i n g
it to pursuelines of reasoning
w h i c h do not require the requested information. For example,consideranexpertsystemwhichrecommends
restaurants.Thesystemmay
ask aboutcostbeforecuisine,
w h e r e a sf o rt h eu s e rw h a t
s/he’s prepared to s p e n dd e p e n d s on t h e t y p e of cuisine; e g :
System:
User:
System

How m u c h do y o u w a n t to spend?
DEFER
Do y o up r e f e r
a restaurant within w a l k i n g

distance?
User:
Yes.
System: What kinds

of cuisine do y o u p r e f e r ?

In o r d e r to h a n d l e t h e kinds o f responses to direct quest i o n st h a tw eh a v e
shown here,asystemneeds
to d e holds b e t w e e nq u e s t i o n
t e r m i n e l) t h er e l a t i o n s h i pt h a t
and response; 2) t h e a n s w e r to t h e g i v e n q u e s t i o n ; a n d 3)
t h ea d d i t i o n a li n f o r m a t i o n ,
if any,thattheresponseprovides.
VII.

CONCLUSION

Artificial Experts, o f t e n c a l l e d K n o w l e d g e B a s e d Systems,
ExpertSystems,orAdvisorySystems,involvemorethan
simple question answering. NL interfaces for such systems
do m o r e t h a n i d e n t i f y o r r e t r i e v e f a c t s . T h e ymust support a
variety of cooperative behaviors for the interactions
to b e
successful. The user and the system have to c o m e to terms
with eachother,theymustunderstandeachother’sterm i n o l o g y , p r o b l e m s , analyses, a n dr e c o m m e n d a t i o n s .T h e
to c o m e to t h e s y s t e m w i t h a n
u s e rc a n n o tb ee x p e c t e d
a l r e a d y w e l l - f o r m e d p r o b l e m a n d show an accurate unders t a n d i n g of t h e system’scapabilitiesandterminology,or
e v e n a good understanding of t h e d o m a i n . In this p a p e r w e
have discussed specific NL capabilities that support aspects
of suchcooperativebehaviors.Wehavefocussedexclunot on thefactretrieval
sively on suchinteractions(and
aspect of question-answering) because we believe that
NL
interfaces, of veryrichfunctionality,
arecritical
to t h e
e f f e c t i v e u s e of artificial experts. These aspects
of interaction are precisely those where NL interfaces really pay
off
a n d w i l l do so e v e n m o r e in t h e f u t u r e .
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